LAUREL LPC-3 bring innovation
based on over 60 years of our
experience in coin processing.
JAPAN Quality
We are pleased to introduce LPC-3 with
the reliability, the durability, and the
accuracy at the highest level to fulfill
your demand. LPC-3 is a product that
has passed through our strict quality
inspection to maintain its high quality.

Easy Maintenance
LAUREL designed LPC-3 to be
accessible more inside the machine to
facilitate maintenance.
By opening the Front Cover and the
Upper Cover, the operator can easily
reach to the inner part of the
machine to check and to clean inside.

Environmental Harmony
LPC-3 has succeeded to cut down on
the power consumption nearly 40% to
reduce operation cost.
We at LAUREL work to develop
friendly products for the environment.
LAUREL Interface Link (Option)
Optional Connection Kit is available
for LPC-3 such as LAUREL Interface
Link to connecting Coin Processing
System.

Increased Productivity
LPC-3 processing speed increased more
than 20% compared LPC-2R providing
high productivity for your operations.

After-Sales Service
The worldwide network of
“LAUREL” authorized distributors
assure you of professional support and
after-sales service.

Highly Selected Components for
High Durability
LPC-3 is comprised of highly selected
durable parts and can tolerate heavy
usage.

Options
Material Detection
Laurel Interface Link
Count Chute

Easy Operation
The operation of LPC-3 is incredibly
easy.
It does not take much time to learn how
to operate, just set Rolle Paper and select
denomination, press Start Key.
Flexible Batch Settings
Flexible Batch Setting System is
available to set the batch number by
using the Batch-Numeric Keys.
You can select any batch numbers
quickly and freely.

Material Detection (Option)
Material Detection function is available
in LPC-3 to detect the coin with
different Material. Counting stops
when it detects different material.

Specifications
Dimensions

HxWxD
1035 x 400 x 550 mm
Weight
Approx. 110 kg
Wrapping Speeds
Max. 25 Rolls/min.
Counting Speeds
Approx. 2500 coins/min.
Hopper Capacity
Approx. 9000 coins
Clear Box Capacity
Approx. 2000 coins
Reject Box Capacity
Approx. 800 coins
Acceptable Coin Diameter Range
15mm ~ 33mm
Acceptable Coin Thickness Range
1.0mm ~ 3.5mm
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